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ABSTRACT. In this note we study properties of the set of weak*-
continuous characters on a given singly generated dual algebra of
operators on Hilbert space. This topic is pertinent to the invari-
ant subspace problem. Our results unify some known examples,
and enable us to show that for a certain class of such algebras, the
set of such characters is empty.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let H be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space, and let L(H )
denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H . If T ∈ L(H ) we write,
as usual, σ(T), σp(T), and σe(T) for the spectrum, point spectrum, and essential
(Calkin) spectrum of T , respectively, r(T) for the spectral radius of T , and W(T)
for the numerical range of T . We denote the kernel and range of T , as usual, by
ker(T) and ran(T). We also denote by D the open unit disc {ζ : |ζ| < 1} in the
complex plane C, set T := ∂D, and write H∞(D), as usual, for the Banach algebra
of bounded holomorphic functions on D. If K 6= ∅ is a compact set in C then the
(closed) convex hull of K will be denoted by conh(K) and the outer boundary of
K (i.e., ∂(C \ K)), by ∂∞K. The unbounded component of C \ K will be written
as unbd(C\K). Furthermore, if T is as above and λ0 ∈ C, we write T −λ0 for the
operator T −λ01H when no confusion can result. It is well known (cf. [13, p.40])
that L(H ) is the dual space of the ideal and Banach space C1(H ) ⊂ L(H ) of
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trace-class operators under the bilinear functional

(1.1) 〈T, L〉 = tr(TL), T ∈ L(H ), L ∈ C1(H ).

A subalgebraA of L(H ) that contains 1H and is closed in the weak* topology on
L(H ) is called a dual algebra, and the dual algebra generated by a single operator
T in L(H ) is denoted by AT . (Clearly AT is the weak* closure of the algebra of
all polynomials p(T).) It follows from general principles (cf., e.g., [4]) that ifA is
a dual algebra, then A can be identified with the dual space of the quotient space
QA = C1(H )/⊥A, where ⊥A is the preannihilator of A in C1(H ), under the
pairing

〈T, [L]〉 = tr(TL), T ∈A, [L] ∈ QA,
where, of course, [L] is the coset in QA containing the operator L ∈ C1(H ). In
particular, if x and y are nonzero vectors inH , then the rank-one operator x⊗y ,
defined by

(x ⊗y)(u) = (u,y)x, u ∈H ,
belongs to C1(H ), so [x ⊗ y] denotes the image of x ⊗ y in the quotient space
QA. For brevity we write QT for the predual QAT .

Recall that a weak*-continuous character on a dual algebra A ⊂ L(H ) is by
definition, a multiplicative linear functional ϕ ∈ A∗ that is weak* continuous
and satisfies ϕ(1H ) = 1.

The theory of dual algebras, which was begun by Scott Brown in [5], is
now about twenty-five years old, and has been very successful in producing new
invariant-subspace results and structure theorems for various classes of operators
(cf., e.g., [1], [5], [6], [7], [8], [3], [9], and [11]). In particular, one may summa-
rize Brown’s brilliant idea that frequently yields a nontrivial invariant subspace for
a given operator T in L(H ) in two steps, as follows:
(B1) Identify AT as being isometrically weak*-homeomorphic to some known

dual algebra (usually a function algebra), and thereby establish the existence
of a weak* continuous character on AT (i.e., a nonzero linear functional ϕ
on AT such that ϕ ∈ QT and ϕ is multiplicative on AT ), and

(B2) Show that the weak* continuous characterϕ on AT from (B1) has the form
ϕ = [x ⊗y]QT for some x and y in H (which is usually done by showing
that every [L] ∈ QT has this “rank-one” form).

The reader can easily check, using only the definitions and the fact that

tr([x ⊗y]) = (x,y), x,y ∈H ,

that if a weak* continuous character ϕ on AT has been identified and written as
ϕ = [x ⊗y]QT , then the subspace

(ATx)− 	 ({kerϕ}x)− ⊂ H
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is one dimensional, and thus one of the subspaces (ATx)− or ({kerϕ}x)− is a
nontrivial invariant subspace for T . Hence it would seem that all one has to do is
to follow Brown’s prescription (B1) and (B2) to find a nontrivial invariant subspace
for every operator in L(H )! Unfortunately, things are not so simple, because it
was seen fairly early in the development of the theory that some singly-generated
dual algebras carry no weak* continuous character. (The present authors learned of
the first such examples some years ago from personal communications with Scott
Brown and David Larson.)

The purpose of the present note is to study the properties of the collection of
weak* continuous characters on a dual algebra AT . This enables us to generalize
some results of Cassier (Theorem 2.1 (e), (g) and (i) below), who has made a
penetrating study of this topic [9], [10], [11] in his study of uniform dual algebras.

2. SOME KNOWN RESULTS

In what follows we shall only be concerned with singly generated dual algebras,
i.e., those of formAT for some T in L(H ). If we denote the maximal ideal space
of such a dual algebra by Max(AT ), then obviously the set Cw(AT ) of weak*
continuous characters on AT can be identified with

Max(AT )∩QT ,

which we call the weak* character space of AT . As noted above, Cw(AT ) may
be empty (for examples, see Section 3), but it is easy to see that in any case,
Cw(AT ) is a weakly closed (and thus norm closed) subset of QT . Note that if
ϕ ∈ Cw(AT ), then ϕ is completely determined by its value ϕ(T) = λϕ (since
clearly ϕ(p(T)) = p(λϕ) for every polynomial p, and every A in AT is a weak*
limit of a net {pµ(T)} of polynomials, from which one getsϕ(A) = limpµ(λϕ)).
Thus there is a 1-1 mapping ϕ →ϕ(T) = λϕ of Cw(AT ) onto the set

σ∗(T) := {λϕ ∈ C | ϕ ∈ Cw(AT )},

which was introduced by Cassier [9] and called the weak spectrum of T . The
definition ‖λϕ − λψ‖ = ‖ϕ −ψ‖QT clearly turns σ∗(T) into a complete metric
space, even though, as is seen below, σ∗(T) need not be closed as a subset of C.
There are various relations known between σ∗(T) and σ(T), and to review some
of these, we need a bit more notation. We write L(AT ) [L(QT )] for the algebra
of all bounded linear operators on the Banach space AT [QT ], MT[mT] for the
operator in L(AT ) [L(QT )] defined by

MT(A) = AT (= TA), A ∈ AT ,
[mT([L]) = [LT] (= [TL]), [L] ∈ QT],

and σAT (T) = {ϕ(T) | ϕ ∈ Max(AT )} ⊃ σ(T) for the spectrum of T as
an element of the unital Banach algebra AT . Recall from general principles that
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∂σAT (T) ⊂ ∂σ(T), and thus that σAT (T) consists of σ(T) together with some
of its holes (i.e., bounded components of C \ σ(T)). Note also that for every
0 6= λ ∈ C, AT =AT−λ =AλT , so

Cw(AT ) = Cw(AT−λ) = Cw(AλT ).

In other words, Cw(AT ) does not depend on which particular generator for AT
is singled out, but σ∗(T) is related to σ∗(T − λ) and σ∗(λT) as in (d) below.

Parts (a)–(d) of the following theorem are essentially elementary, and parts
(e)–(i) were proved by Cassier in the articles cited above.

Theorem 2.1. For every operator T in L(H ), the following are valid :
(a) σp(T)∪ (σp(T∗))∗ ⊂ σ∗(T),
(b) λ ∈ σ∗(T) ⇐⇒ {(T − λ1H )AT}−w∗ (= {(MT − λ1AT )AT}−w*) 6= AT

⇐⇒ ker(mT − λ1QT ) 6= 0,
(c) for every invertible S in L(H ), σ∗(T) = σ∗(STS−1),
(d) for every 0 6= λ ∈ C, σ∗(T − λ) = σ∗(T)− λ and σ∗(λT) = λσ∗(T),
(e) σ∗(T)∩ {ζ ∈ C : |ζ| = ‖T‖} ⊂ σp(T),
(f ) ∂σ∗(T) ⊂ σ(T), which implies that σ∗(T) is a subset of the union of σ(T)

with its holes (i.e., the polynomial hull of σ(T)).
(g) if λ ∈ C \ σ∗(T), then either T − λ is not a semi-Fredholm operator or λ 6∈

σAT (T),
(h) if J is a simple closed Jordan curve in C and Int(J) denotes the interior domain

of J given by the Jordan curve theorem, then J ⊂ σ∗(T)◦ ⇒ Int(J) ⊂ σ∗(T)◦,
and

(i) if AT is a uniform dual algebra (i.e., the Gelfand map of AT into the space
C(Max(AT )) of continuous functions on Max(AT ) is an isometry), then σ(T)∪
σ∗(T) = σAT (T).

3. SOME NEW RESULTS

In this section we present some results which we believe to be new and which
unify some known examples. Recall that a subspace M ⊂ H is called a semi-
invariant subspace for T ∈ L(H ) if there exist invariant subspaces N1 and N2
for T with N2 ⊂ N1 such that M = N1 	N2. Relative to the decomposition
H =N2 ⊕M⊕N⊥

1 , T has a matrix

T =

∗ ∗ ∗

0 TM ∗
0 0 ∗


 ,

where TM ∈ L(M) is defined by

TMx = PMTx, x ∈M,
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(with PM the orthogonal projection of H onto M). The map A → AM defined
on AT is clearly a weak* continuous algebra homomorphism of AT into ATM .
Thus we obtain, by composing the appropriate maps, the following result.

Proposition 3.1. If T ∈ L(H ) and TM is the compression of T to a semi-
invariant subspace M, then σ∗(TM) ⊂ σ∗(T).

Corollary 3.2. If T1 ⊕ T2 ∈ L(H ⊕H ), then σ∗(T1)∪σ∗(T2) ⊂ σ∗(T1 ⊕
T2), but equality need not hold. However, if AT1⊕T2 = AT1 ⊕AT2 which happens
(at least) whenever σ(T2) ⊂ unbd(C \σ(T1)) (or, equivalently, σ(T1) ⊂ unbd(C \
σ(T2))), then σ∗(T1 ⊕ T2) = σ∗(T1)∪ σ∗(T2).

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, σ∗(T1) ∪ σ∗(T2) ⊂ σ∗(T1 ⊕ T2). To see that
equality need not hold, let T1 be Meiθ (multiplication by eiθ) on L2({eiθ | 0 ≤
θ ≤ π}, µ) and T2 be Meiθ on L2({eiθ | π ≤ θ ≤ 2π}, µ), where µ is arclength
measure on T := ∂D. Then we have σ∗(T1) = σ∗(T2) = ∅ (see Proposition
3.13), but T1 ⊕ T2 is the bilateral shift on L2(T, µ), so by Proposition 3.1 and
Corollary 3.3 below, σ∗(T1⊕T2) = D. To prove the last statement of the corollary,
observe that AT1⊕T2 = AT1 ⊕AT2 whenever the polynomial hulls of σ(T1) and
σ(T2) are disjoint (cf., e.g., [14, Th. 4.16]). Now suppose that AT1⊕T2 = AT1 ⊕
AT2 , and let λ ∈ σ∗(T1 ⊕ T2), so there exists ϕλ ∈ Cw(T1 ⊕ T2) such that
ϕλ(T1⊕T2) = λ. We know from Theorem 2.1 (b) that (T1−λ)AT1⊕(T2−λ)AT2

is not weak* dense inAT1⊕T2 , and since 1H ⊕0, 0⊕1H ∈AT1⊕T2 , it follows easily
that (Ti − λ)ATi is not weak* dense in ATi for either i = 1 or 2, which shows
that λ ∈ σ∗(T1)∪ σ∗(T2) and completes the proof. ❐

The following corollary of Proposition 3.1 has been known for some time, but the
proof is new.

Corollary 3.3. For every absolutely continuous contraction T ∈ L(H ) such that
the Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus H∞(D)→AT is an isometry, σ∗(T) = D.

Proof. In the language of dual algebras, T ∈ A = A1 (cf. [3, Ch. I], [1],
[12]), and one knows that for every λ ∈ D, T has a semi-invariant subspace
Mλ 6= (0) such that TMλ = λ · 1Mλ . Thus by Proposition 3.1, D ⊂ σ∗(T),
and since T is absolutely continuous and ‖T‖ = 1, by Theorem 2.1 (e) and (f ),
σ∗(T)∩ T = ∅. ❐

The following also seems to be new.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose T ∈ L(H ). Then for every λ ∈ C \σ`(T) (the comple-
ment of the left spectrum of T ), the following are equivalent :
(a) λ ∈ σ∗(T),
(b) mT − λ (=mT − λ1QT ) is a Fredholm operator in L(QT ) with index 1,
(c) MT − λ (=MT − λ1AT ) is a Fredholm operator in L(AT ) with index −1.

Proof. Suppose λ ∈ C\σ`(T), so T−λ has a left inverse, say V(T−λ) = 1H .
This obviously implies that MT − λ is bounded below, which, in turn, gives that
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ker(MT − λ) = (0) and (MT − λ) has closed range. (Thus MT − λ is a semi-
Fredholm operator.) We use these facts several times in this proof. Since (mT)∗ =
MT , (b) and (c) are clearly equivalent. Next, suppose that MT − λ is a Fredholm
operator of index −1. Then (MT − λ)AT ≠ AT (and ker(mT − λ) ≠ (0)) so
λ ∈ σ∗(T) by Theorem 2.1 (b); thus (c) implies (a).

Suppose, finally, that λ ∈ σ∗(T), and letϕ ∈ Cw(AT ) be such thatϕ(T) =
λ. Then clearly ran(MT − λ) ⊂ kerϕ ≠ AT . We show that MT − λ has index
−1 by showing that Ã := C + ran(MT − λ) = AT . Clearly Ã is a subalgebra of
AT containing 1H and T , so it suffices to show that Ã is weak*-closed, or what
is the same thing, that the unit ball (Ã)1 of Ã is weak*-closed (cf., e.g., [4, Prob.
16X]). But since QT is separable, ((Ã)1, weak*) is metrizable (cf., e.g., [4, Prob.
15N]), so it suffices to show that (Ã)1 is sequentially weak*-closed. Thus let
{Bn = µn + (T − λ)An}n∈N be a sequence in (Ã)1 that is weak*-convergent, say
to B0. Then ϕ(Bn) = µn → ϕ(B0), and consequently the sequence {(T − λ)An}
is weak*-convergent. Since An = V(T −λ)An, this shows that the sequence {An}
is weak*-convergent to some A0 ∈ AT , and thus B0 ∈ AT also. Thus (a) implies
(c) and the proof is complete. ❐

The following corollary generalizes Theorem 2.1 (g) and (i).

Corollary 3.5. For every T in L(H ), σAT (T) = σ`(T)∪σ∗(T).

Proof. Suppose that λ ∈ σ∗(T) \ σ`(T). Then, by Theorem 3.4, λ ∈
σ(MT ) = σAT (T), which proves (since obviouslyσ`(T) ⊂ σAT (T)) that σ`(T)∪
σ∗(T) ⊂ σAT (T).

To establish the opposite inclusion, note that

σAT (T) = (σAT (T)∩ σ`(T))∪ (σAT (T) \ σ`(T)),

so let us suppose that λ ∈ σAT (T) \ σ`(T). Then, as seen above, MT − λ is
bounded below, and ran(MT − λ) = AT is impossible since λ ∈ σ(MT ) =
σAT (T). Thus ker(mT − λ) ≠ 0 and λ ∈ σ∗(T) by Theorem 2.1 (b). Thus
σAT (T) ⊂ σ`(T)∪σ∗(T), so the corollary is proved. ❐

The following contains another new idea.

Theorem 3.6. Suppose T ∈ L(H ), λ0 ∈ C \ (σp(T) ∪ σp(T∗)∗), and there
exist a number K > 0 and a sequence {λn}n∈N lying in unbd(C \ σ(T)) such that
λn → λ0 and

(3.1) ‖(T − λn)−1‖ ≤ K/|λn − λ0|, n ∈ N.

Then λ0 6∈ σ∗(T).
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Proof. Since obviously Cw(AT ) = Cw(AT−λ0) and σ∗(T) = σ∗(T −λ0)+
λ0, we may simply prove that 0 6∈ σ∗(T − λ0). Thus, by the harmless change of
notation T − λ0 → T , we have λn → 0, (3.1) becomes

(3.2) ‖(T − λn)−1‖ ≤ K/|λn|, n ∈ N,

and the problem is to show that 0 6∈ σ∗(T). Furthermore, since each λn lies
in unbd(C \ σ(T)), one knows that if 0 6∈ σ(T), then, since unbd(C \ σ(T))
is open and λn → 0, 0 ∈ unbd(C \ σ(T)). But then Theorem 2.1 (f ) gives
that 0 6∈ σ∗(T). In other words, we may assume that 0 ∈ σ(T). Since λn ∈
unbd(C \ σ(T)), (T − λn)−1 ∈ AT for n ∈ N. Thus, by Theorem 2.1 (b), it
suffices to show that the sequence {T(T − λn)−1}n∈N converges weak* to 1H .
Since

T(T − λn)−1 = 1H + λn(T − λn)−1, n ∈ N,
it suffices to show that the sequence {λn(T −λn)−1}n∈N converges weak* to zero.
Since, by hypothesis,

‖λn(T − λn)−1‖ ≤ K, n ∈ N,

and the relative weak* and weak operator topologies coincide on bounded subsets
of L(H ), it is enough to show that the sequence {λn(T−λn)−1}n∈N converges to
zero in the weak operator topology. Moreover, by use of the polarization identity,
it suffices to show that

(λn(T − λn)−1x,x)→ 0, x ∈H .

Let x0 be arbitrary in H , and set

(3.3) yn = λn(T − λn)−1x0, n ∈ N.

Let {ynk}n∈N be an arbitrary subsequence of {yn}n∈N. One knows that it suf-
fices to show that {ynk}k∈N has a subsequence that converges weakly to zero.
Thus, since ‖yn‖ ≤ K‖x0‖ for n ∈ N, we can choose a subsequence {ynkj }j∈N
of {ynk}k∈N that converges weakly—say to y0. We will complete the proof by
showing that y0 = 0. Since, by hypothesis, T is a quasiaffinity, it is enough to
show that Ty0 = 0. Moreover, since T : H →H is continuous when both copies
of H are given its weak topology, we know that {Tynkj }j∈N converges weakly to
Ty0. For brevity, we write zj = ynkj and λ(j) = λnkj for j ∈ N, and using (3.3)
we obtain that

(3.4) (Tzj, Ty0) = λ(j)(x0, Ty0)+ λ(j)(zj, Ty0), j ∈ N.

Since the sequence {(Tzj, Ty0)}j∈N converges to ‖Ty0‖2 and λ(j) → 0, from
(3.4) we get that (Tzj, Ty0) → 0, so the proof is complete. ❐
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The following lemma is folklore, but the authors were unable to find suitable
references.

Lemma 3.7. For every T in L(H ) the following are valid :
(a) for every closed half-plane H in C, H is a spectral set for T if and only ifW(T)− ⊂

H, and
(b) for every λ0 ∈ C \ conh(σ(T)), there exists a number k = k(λ0) and a

corresponding closed half-plane H in C such that H is a k-spectral set for T
(which implies, of course, that conh(σ(T)) ⊂ H) and such that λ0 6∈ H. Thus
conh(σ(T)) is the intersection of all closed half-planes H in C such that for some
k = k(H), H is a k-spectral set for T .

Proof. To establish (a), suppose first that H is a closed half-plane such that
W(T)− ⊂ H. By a harmless normalization we may suppose that H = {z ∈ C |
Rez ≥ 0}. Write T = L+ iK, where L and K are Hermitian. Then L ≥ 0, so the
Cayley transform C(T), where

C(z) = (z − 1)(z + 1)−1, z ∈ C \ {−1},
is an invertible contraction (cf. [17, page 167]). ThusD− is a spectral set for C(T)
and the function C−1(z) maps D− to H, so H is a spectral set for T . The other
statement in (a) follows from the fact [16, Th. 2], that a closed convex set K ⊂ C
contains W(T)− if and only if

‖(T − λ)−1‖ ≤ 1
dist(λ,K)

= sup
z∈K

∣∣∣∣ 1
z − λ

∣∣∣∣ , λ 6∈ K.

To establish (b), suppose λ0 6∈ conh(σ(T)). Let γ be a circle in C such
that conh(σ(T)) ⊂ Int(γ) and λ0 ∈ C \ (γ ∪ Int(γ)). By a harmless translation,
dilation, and rotation, we may suppose that γ = T and λ0 > 1. By Rota’s theorem,
T is similar to a contraction, and thus D− is a k-spectral set for T for some k ≥ 1.
But obviously then, H = {ζ ∈| Reζ ≤ 1} is a k-spectral set for T excluding λ0. ❐

Remark 3.8. Note that (b) in the above lemma (which is included here only
for completeness), unlike (a), does not say that every closed half-plane H in C such
that conh(σ(T)) ⊂ H is a k-spectral set for T for some k. (In fact, this stronger
statement is false for nonzero nilpotent operators on a 2-dimensional space.)

The following is a consequence of Theorem 3.6 and generalizes Theorem 2.1
(e).

Theorem 3.9. For every T in L(H ), the set ∂(W(T)) \ (σp(T) ∪ σp(T∗)∗)
does not intersect σ∗(T).

Proof. Suppose that λ0 ∈ ∂(W(T)) \ (σp(T) ∪ σp(T∗)∗). By a harmless
rotation and translation, it suffices to consider the case λ0 = 0 and

(3.5) W(T) ⊂ H = {ζ ∈ C | Reζ ≤ 0}.
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Since 0 ∈ C \ (σp(T)∪ σp(T∗)∗), by Theorem 3.4 it suffices to show that there
exists a sequence {λn} ⊂ unbd(C \ σ(T)) such that λn → 0 and

‖(T − λn)−1‖ ≤ 1/|λn|, n ∈ N.

But this is obvious with λn := 1/n, since H is a spectral set for T by (3.5) and
Lemma 3.7 (a). ❐

Corollary 3.10. Suppose T is a quasinilpotent quasiaffinity in L(H ) and some
closed half-plane H determined by a line through the origin contains the numerical
range W(T) of T . Then Cw(AT ) = σ∗(T) = ∅. (In particular, this applies to the

Volterra operator V ∈ L(L2([0,1])) defined by (Vf)(x) =
∫ x

0
f(t)dt.)

Proposition 3.11. Suppose T ∈ L(H ) is an absolutely continuous contraction,
ϕ ∈ Cw(AT ), and λϕ = ϕ(T). Then λϕ ∈ D and for every f ∈ H∞(D),
ϕ(f(T)) = f(λϕ). (Here f(T) is given by the Sz.-Nagy-Foias functional calculus.)

Proof. One knows that the sequence {Tn}n∈N converges weak* to zero, and
thus λnϕ → 0, so λϕ ∈ D. Moreover, if f ∈ H∞(D), then (sinceD is a Carathéodory
domain) there is a sequence {pn}n∈N of polynomials inH∞(D) such that {pn}n∈N
converges weak* to f . Thus {pn(T)}n∈N converges weak* to f(T), and since
ϕ(pn(T)) = pn(λϕ), we get pn(λϕ) → ϕ(f(T)). But point evaluation at λϕ
belongs to Cw(H∞(D)) (defined in the obvious way), so pn(λϕ) → f(λϕ) and
ϕ(f(T)) = f(λϕ). ❐

Corollary 3.12. Let T be any C0-contraction in L(H ) such that the minimal
function m of T does not vanish on D (for definitions and examples, see [1], [2], or
[17]). Then Cw(AT ) = σ∗(T) = ∅.

Proof. One knows that T is an absolutely continuous contraction, so if ϕ ∈
Cw(AT ), then, by Proposition 3.11, for every f ∈ H∞(D), ϕ(f(T)) = f(λϕ)
where λϕ ∈ D. But then,

m(λϕ) =ϕ(m(T)) =ϕ(0) = 0,

contradicting the hypothesis. ❐

For completeness, we include here the following known result.

Proposition 3.13 (Cassier). Suppose N is a normal operator in L(H ) without
point spectrum such that N∗ ∈ AN (which happens, of course, if σ(N)◦ = ∅ and
σ(N) doesn’t separate the plane). Then Cw(AN) = σ∗(N) = ∅.

Proof. ClearlyAN is a von Neumann algebra, and since elements of Cw(AN)
are in one-to-one correspondence with the maximal weak* closed ideals J in AN ,
it suffices to show that there are no such ideals. But such a J is a von Neumann
algebra, and, as such, has an identity EJ 6= 1H which is a maximal projection
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in AT . Thus 1H − EJ is a minimal projection in AT . But, by the spectral
theorem, normal operators without point spectrum correspond to measure spaces
containing no atoms, so there are no nonzero minimal projections. ❐

4. SOME REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS

In this section we make some remarks and set forth some open problems. The one
most pertinent to the invariant subspace problem is the following.

Problem 4.1. If T ∈ L(H ) and σ(T) contains a nonempty open set, must
Cw(AT ) be nonvoid?

Problem 4.2. If T is a completely nonunitary contraction in L(H ) and σ(T)
contains a nonempty open set, must every A ∈ AT such that A 6= λ1H satisfy
σ(A)◦ 6= ∅? (In this connection, using a transfinite induction argument, one sees
that it is enough to show that every A ∈ AT which is a weak* limit of a sequence
{pn(T)}n∈N of polynomials has this property.)

Problem 4.3. For an operator T in L(H ) with connected spectrum and with
σp(T) ∪ σp(T∗)∗ = ∅, is σ∗(T) always either an open set or a closed set? Can
σ∗(T) of such a T be a circle? (With respect to the first question, we note that
without the hypothesis that σ(T) is connected, the answer is obviously no by
Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3, and Remark 4.5.)

Problem 4.4 (D. Larson). Does there exist some T in L(H ) and some ϕ ∈
Cw(AT ) such that ϕ is not continuous in the weak operator topology?

Remark 4.5. It is easy to construct an example of a quasinilpotent bilateral
weighted shift B in L(H ) that is a quasiaffinity but σ∗(B) = {0}. (Simply con-
struct B to have a semi-invariant subspace M 6= (0) such that 0 ∈ σp(BM) and
apply Proposition 3.1.) Thus for quasinilpotent quasiaffinities Q all (both) possi-
ble sets ∅ and {0} can occur as σ∗(Q).

Remark 4.6. Corollary 3.3 is equivalent to the statement that Cw(H∞(D)),
suitably defined, consists exactly of the point evaluations at points of D. But it
is known that there exists a bounded domain of holomorphy G ⊂ Cn such that
Cw(H∞(G)) contains a character ϕ that is not point evaluation at some point of
G ([15]). It is also worth pointing out that if G ⊂ C and R(G), the algebra of
rational functions with poles off G is weak* dense in H∞(G), then all elements of
Cw(H∞(G)) are point evaluations at points of G.
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